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Executive Summary
Social is not a technology, a tool, or a trend — it’s a fundamentally new way for consumers to connect
with the people and things they care about. For companies, it is not just a marketing or PR channel; it’s a
new way of engaging with and learning from customers. It’s a whole new way of doing business. This is
the connected world in which we live, work, shop, and play.
In December 2011, Facebook commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate how businesses operate in a
connected world, including how they must evolve their organizational structure. Forrester conducted
online surveys with 101 VP- and C-level marketing professionals and interviewed 12 CEOs, CMOs, and VPs
of marketing.
From this study, Forrester concluded that, while most marketing leaders recognize that social can
enhance the customer experience, many organizations are not set up to capitalize on this opportunity.
To be successful in the connected world, companies will need to undergo a companywide transformation
to become a social business. CMOs must lead their organizations into this new connected world through
more senior social leadership and companywide social integration.

Key Takeaways
People have embraced social media faster than any other form of communication, leaving organizations
struggling to keep up. Strong senior-level leadership is required to capitalize on the strategic businessbuilding opportunities that social has introduced. In the connected world:
• Social demands companywide collaboration to take full

advantage of its business-building benefits. Consumers are
demanding real-time interaction on their terms; this requires
collaboration across all departments that touch the
consumer. Forty-one percent of the VP- and C-level marketing
professionals surveyed reported that they have already fully
integrated social media throughout their companies. For
organizations to be successful in the connected world, a range
of departments — from customer service to consumer insights
to product and merchandising to eCommerce — must design
social into their strategies.

59% of the VP- and C-level
marketing professionals
surveyed believe that
companies that do not fully
embrace social media as a
fundamental part of how they
do business will not survive in
the future.
Source: Forrester Consulting

• CMOs must take the lead in socially empowered organizations. As the owner of the intersection

between the brand and the end consumer, CMOs must seize the leadership reins of social strategy.
They must create a social vision for the organization that connects customer-facing departments
and develop strategies to deliver that vision. The Forrester Consulting survey of VP- and C-level
marketing professionals shows that partial ownership of social is the norm in most organizations,
but when there is a clear owner, 39% of the time it is marketing.
• The shift to social requires an integrated approach with common goals and milestones. Marketing

leaders need to shift from treating social as a downstream tactic to a strategic business imperative.
Seventy-one percent of VP- and C-level marketing professionals surveyed believe that companies
can gain a competitive advantage by leveraging social media, yet nearly as many have not yet
started to integrate social into their long-term plans.
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Social Is Bigger Than Marketing
In a Forrester Consulting survey of 101 VP- and C-level marketing professionals from the US, the UK,
Australia, and Canada, 60% of those surveyed believe that social media enables businesses to be more
successful. And 67% of these professionals agree that social media enables them to build more
meaningful and lasting consumer relationships. These responses confirm that social is more than just a
media buy or a PR tactic; it touches all parts of the modern organization. For this report, we define social
in three ways:
• Social media: Using social networking sites (digital communities of people who can share

information, messages, and content with each other) as a channel to spread your brand messages
and motivate people to engage with them and share them with their friends.
• Social marketing: Incorporating the unique properties of social media — peer influence and two-

way communication — and social technology like APIs into the planning and delivery of the brand
experience, including brand communications and content, media planning, strategic marketing
programs, customer acquisition, and customer relationship management (CRM) efforts.
• Social business: A company that uses social media and social technology to improve its interactions

with and service to its customers. By connecting the organization (marketing, product, customer
service, retail, and sales channels) via social technology, a social business can communicate,
collaborate, and engage with its employees, customers, and end users more effectively and
efficiently. Social businesses are also able to leverage the real-time insights they gain about people,
their product, and their brand through social channels to improve their business and drive value for
their customers.

Social Needs A Clear Owner
In most companies, social is an immature discipline treated as a disjointed, ad hoc marketing tactic or a
free PR channel. This rudimentary approach to social is due to:
• Senior marketing executives who are not engaged in social.

Many marketing executives don’t personally understand
social or engage in it. Seventy-one percent of VP- and C-level
marketing professionals surveyed believe that companies can
gain a competitive advantage by leveraging social media (see
Figure 1). But most are not walking the walk, as nearly 70%
have not yet started to integrate social into their long-term
business strategy (see Figure 2).

71% of VP- and C-level marketing
professionals surveyed believe
that companies can gain a
competitive advantage by
leveraging social media.
Source: Forrester Consulting

• Social responsibilities that are scattered across the organization. Social doesn’t fit neatly into one

discipline; it spans customer-facing media, PR, consumer insights, and customer service roles, and
even HR and the technology team. The Forrester Consulting online survey of 101 VP- and C-level
marketing professionals found that partial ownership of social across departments is the norm (see
Figure 3). As a result, marketers exert a lot of energy trying to keep up with activities across
divisions, categories, and geographies. These challenges are multiplied for multinationals, as local
country affiliates run their own social sites; global marketing has little visibility into or oversight of
those sites, making them difficult to support.
• Siloed teams that do not communicate their social activities to each other. Different teams across

the organization are responsible for activities like social content creation and media buying on
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social sites; they work with their own agencies to accomplish these goals. At one sportswear
manufacturer, social responsibilities are spread across several category teams, with much of the
management outsourced to agencies. Brand managers in each country work with a creative agency
to determine the vision for the campaigns and then work with a media agency to allocate budget to
social, while a third digital agency publishes content on Facebook Pages. Similarly, disparate teams
have different objectives. For example, a large quick-serve restaurant chain views social content as
a CRM tool, but uses social media placements for new customer acquisition.

Figure 1
CMOs Believe That Social Is A Competitive Advantage

Base: 101 VP- and C-level marketing professionals
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Facebook, December 2011
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Figure 2
Most Organizations Don’t Have A Long-Term Strategy For Becoming A Social Business

Base: 101 VP- and C-level marketing professionals
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Facebook, December 2011
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Figure 3
Social Ownership Is Distributed Across The Organization

Base: 101 VP- and C-level marketing professionals
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Facebook, December 2011

Social Demands Companywide Collaboration
To succeed at social, organizations must shift from social as media to social as a way of doing business.
Companies that view social as strategic must take a companywide view of its uses and implications. The
urgency to do this is driven by:
• Empowered consumers who demand real-time responses.

Empowered by social media, consumers have higher demands
that they can express instantly and publicly — so companies
need to empower employees to respond. Consumers are
embracing multiple touchpoints, including social, to engage
with brands, and as companies like AT&T lead the way with
real-time responses, consumers will come to expect this to be
the norm. An IBM survey of CMOs reports that understanding
and delivering value to empowered customers is the No. 1
imperative for most CMOs.1

“Social media is going to
either transform
organizations or force them
to be more social. Brands
won’t survive if they don’t
become better at it.”
–Stephen Quinn, CMO of
Walmart

• The need to present a consistent social “face” to the customer. Marketers realize the potential of

social to optimize their business. The Forrester Consulting survey found that 59% of VP- and C-level
marketing professionals believe that companies that don’t fully embrace social media as
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fundamental to how they do business will not survive in the future; 41% of these marketing pros
say their organizations have already started to integrate social media throughout the company,
and a further 40% have plans to do so. Consumer giant Procter & Gamble was an early mover; it
began the road to integration more than two years ago, with integrated efforts within its brandbuilding organization that include marketing, PR, communications, market research, and design.
This integration was evident in the company’s 2011 Secret Deodorant “Mean Stinks” campaign that
taps into social, mobile, and traditional media channels for a cause-related anti-bullying campaign
that also helped boost brand sales by 9% in the 26 weeks after the campaign’s launch.2
• Competitive knowledge gained from social insights. For consumer marketers like Procter & Gamble,

understanding the consumer has always been core to their business. One of social’s strategic
benefits is the ability to listen to what consumers are saying about your company, product, or
category to uncover insights far more valuable than those that you learn in focus groups. Social is a
new tool that allows marketers to get closer to their consumer in public and private forums.
Companies like Sephora and 1-800-Flowers.com have transformed their organizations by fully
integrating consumer feedback into their businesses, feeding insights from social channels back
into their products, services and merchandising.

CMOs Must Lead The Charge Toward A Socially
Empowered Organization
To fulfill their belief that companies can leverage social media to gain a competitive advantage, CMOs
must lead the transformation to a socially empowered organization in which employees across all
consumer-facing departments — such as marketing, customer service, product and merchandising —
engage in social to better serve customer needs. To move their organizations away from using siloed
social media tactics and toward becoming a social business, we recommend that CMOs:
•

Take on social leadership across the enterprise. Social enables the brand and the consumer to
intersect. As the owner of this meeting point, CMOs must take the lead to champion how social
thinking and operating align with their organizations.

•

Create a united marketing front. CMOs will not be able to integrate social across the business if
their own department is disconnected. The CMO must begin by connecting her marketing teams
and agencies and centering their collective efforts around social strategies.

•

Integrate social across all aspects of the business. To create a truly social business and deliver
consistent customer experiences, customer-facing departments must be connected to each
other and social engagement must be integrated into the business.

Take On Social Leadership Across The Enterprise
CMOs must take a more visible leadership role to drive social engagement across every customer-facing
department and business unit, beyond the halls of marketing. This requires CMOs to:
•
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Build social strategy into C-suite business planning. Enroll the CEO and powerful business unit
leaders to make social a strategic priority. These senior leaders need to ask themselves: “What
about our business is naturally social?” and then charge their teams with integrating social
strategies early in their planning efforts. At 1-800-Flowers.com, President Chris McCann has
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encouraged his teams to creatively leverage social media, telling them “If it’s not social, we’re
not doing it.” The flower seller uses responses from its Facebook community and promotions to
improve key business decisions and resolve customer service problems.
•

Become a social CMO. Many marketing leaders don’t have the same comfort level with digital and
social media that they do with traditional media like TV. CMOs can increase their familiarity by
becoming personally engaged in social media and encouraging the team to do the same. CMOs
who personally participate in social media will be better leaders of their brand and their
organizations because they will understand the medium and will be in constant contact with
consumer insights. It’s not much different than store visits and product sampling. JetBlue's SVP
of Marketing, Marty St.George, follows his brand’s airline competitors on Twitter and Facebook
to gain insights on how they are using social media to engage with consumers.

•

Appoint a senior leader to champion social across the organization. Empower a high-ranking
social champion with responsibility for overseeing all social objectives and activities, from
content generation to paid media. To be successful, these leaders need to be able to network and
influence across senior levels of the organization and have sufficient headcount within their
own team to drive outcomes. At several large companies, the CMO has centralized social
marketing under a single person who coordinates social activities across the business and
reports directly to the CMO. For example, mobile phone provider T-Mobile, recently consolidated
its advertising, brand and communications teams under a single SVP who owns social in order to
ensure the teams leveraging social work collaboratively towards the same objectives.

Create A United Marketing Front
Today’s CMOs lead an ever more complex web of marketing teams and agencies to cover multiple
consumer touchpoints and channels. The first step to an integrated approach is collaboration within the
marketing department and among its agencies.
•

Unify social marketing resources and planning. Internally, a team dedicated to the social cause
must unify scattered resources and define a more cohesive social marketing approach. This team
should be the epicenter of social initiatives, collaborating with other marketing functions, such
as creative and brand marketing, as well as other departments like eCommerce and customer
service. Starbucks centralizes all of its social efforts into one core team that manages both social
content and media. eBay has been investing in social strategy and social commerce in order to
bring a naturally social experience – shopping – online. The engine behind this effort is the newly
formed business unit for social, which encompasses social brand, social customer service and
social commerce.

•

Orchestrate agency collaboration. A cohesive consumer experience demands collaboration
across marketers’ ever-growing agency rosters. CMOs must engage with the agency to elevate
the role of social as an integrated business driver, not just as tactical media execution.3 For
example, Ford Motor Company and WPP created a new entity called Team Detroit to deliver
seamless solutions across the WPP network.4

Integrate Social Across All Aspects Of The Business
Social is, by its nature, able to wend its way into many functional areas in a company. This creates
awkward policies, conflicting agendas, and duplicative efforts. To ensure a unified customer experience,
social must be integrated into the business and the departments must be constantly connected to each
other. To get there:
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• Make social part of everyone’s job. Every department that touches the end consumer — such as

product development, marketing, market research, and customer service — should be responsible
for integrating social into its day-to-day responsibilities and have a clear vision for how social can
help it reach the team’s business objectives. In the Forrester Consulting survey of VP- and C-level
marketing professionals, just 38% have already equipped and trained all employees to actively use
social media — but forward-looking companies are embracing social’s potential to let each
employee do his or her job better. AT&T’s customer service department is constantly engaging with
customers through social to give real-time responses.
• Create a culture of collaboration. Collaboration across organizational silos is critical to a unified

customer experience (see Figure 4). An IBM survey of CMOs found that these leaders expect that
“increased customer collaboration and influence” will have the greatest impact on their
organizations in the next three to five years.5 Network the organization together via social
technologies and platforms to strengthen sharing of insights, learning, and feedback and open the
communication lines between teams. At Starbucks for example, the social team reports directly into
the VP of Global Digital Marketing. She communicates to them key activities across the enterprise
and they in turn are empowered to work across channels and markets to coordinate with the rest of
the company.
• Build social into established processes. Social should not be a standalone initiative; rather, it

should be a business enabler that is fully integrated into the business. The social marketing team
should formalize a mechanism that distributes insights and innovation ideas back into each
department’s process. For example, AT&T integrates social insights to optimize marketing programs,
enhance customer service, and personalize the brand.6 And 1-800-Flowers.com uses socially-sourced
insights for merchandising selection.
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Figure 4
Create An Interconnected Social Organization

As the owner of the
intersection between brand
and consumer, marketing must
be a central driver of the
interconnected organization.

Lead The Charge With Common Guidelines And Strategies
Social forces organizations to act and react in new ways. To navigate through this change, CMOs must
work across the organization to set a clear path to integration. These connected organizations require
the CMOs to:
• Establish a cross-functional team of senior-level social champions. Every department that touches

the consumer — from marketing to customer service to product development and merchandising
— should have senior representation on a cross-functional social team led by the marketing owner.
AT&T’s digital leadership council, led by the executive director of digital and social media, has
weekly meetings with senior-level representation from marketing, PR, customer care, and
eCommerce to coordinate activities, share best practices, and ensure a feedback loop back into the
teams. One global financial institution created a digital governance council with representatives
from all customer-facing business units to ensure consistent data sharing, a unified customer
experience, and sufficient technology infrastructure.7
• Connect distributed resources through common goals and objectives. It is difficult to get different

teams working together if they all have different goals. Ensure that everyone is marching to the
same drummer by setting common cross-department goals. For example, one large US retailer
ensures that everyone is working toward the same endpoint by giving all teams one clear goal:
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improving same-store sales. Every business unit should also be clear about the opportunity social
provides to drive its overall objectives.
• Create a process of education and governance. Senior-level backing across the organization is

needed to reinforce the importance of social to each department; beyond that, teams need a clear
workflow process to enable them to engage and execute effectively.8 Currently, few marketers
proactively educate employees on social; almost one-third of VP- and C-level marketing
professionals surveyed do not plan to equip or train employees to use social media. Companies like
Coca-Cola lead the way with the marketing team setting the strategy and guidelines, educating all
employees on new technologies, and governing activity across the global organization.

Are You Ready To Build A Connected Organization?
The CMO or the social marketing leader must partner with department heads to set clear social
objectives that align with overall business objectives like driving in-store sales or solving customers’
needs. Social is a tool that must help each customer-facing department do what it does better. For
example, the customer service department’s business objective is to solve customers’ needs before,
during, or after purchase, which matches their social objective to respond and activate. Use the following
chart to match business objectives to social objectives (see Figure 5):
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Figure 5:
Match Each Department’s Social Objectives To Its Business Objectives
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* Jack Neff, “Walmart Goes Local on Facebook, Launches Store-Level Messaging” Advertising Age, October 2011
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Appendix A: Methodology
In this study, Facebook commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct an online survey of 101 VP- and Clevel marketing professionals who work in companies with 5,000 employees or more in the US, the UK,
Australia, and Canada. The purpose of the survey was to evaluate how their businesses operate in a
connected world, asking specific questions about organizational structure, brand-building, and
measuring success. Respondents were offered a cash incentive as a thank-you for time spent on the
survey. The study began in December 2011 and was completed in that same month.
Forrester Consulting also interviewed 12 CEOs, CMOs, and VPs of marketing who work in Fortune 500
companies. They were not paid to be a part of this research.
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“Accelerating Your Social Maturity,” Forrester Research, Inc., June 2, 2011
(http://www.forrester.com/rb/Research/accelerating_social_maturity/q/id/59690/t/2)
“Become A Social CMO,” Forrester Research, Inc., July 7, 2011
(http://www.forrester.com/rb/Research/become_social_cmo/q/id/58807/t/2)
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